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RC REPORT

TX Software Updates
T

oday’s RC equipment is light years ahead of what I had when I
started. In my early engineering days, if you wanted a waveform
to have a particular shape, like an exponential curve, you needed
first to know the math. Then you needed to know the various discrete
components’ functions. Then you had to figure out what devices to
use that would transform the waveform as needed. Like with the early
transmitters, there were small adjustable potentiometers on the back to
tweak each channel for the desired effect. If you were lucky, you had an
oscilloscope to verify your settings.
Today, with the microcontroller, we can create discrete components in software. I view software or code as reconfigurable hardware.
With these innovations, capability goes up, and cost usually goes down.
Besides, it enhances the end user’s experience when it’s done correctly.
That sets up this month’s topic: upgrading or flashing and programming RC hardware. Understanding the technological growth in
discrete components can help as you begin these processes. There is
no way we can cover all the hardware out there, but I will cover two of
the more popular products I have. They are the Spektrum line and the
FrSky line. There are also Futaba transmitters and another application
called BetaFlight, used to program flight controllers for drones and
aircraft. The last two we will cover at a later time. One way or another,
you will be exposed to all these options, which will help you educate
your customers.
Starting with Spektrum, you will need to have the product registered to access the download page on Spektrumrc.com. This also
means that you will have to have already created an account there.
Once the product is registered, it will show in the Your Products List.
Also, note that it will no longer display the registration message on the
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Some of the free Spektrum software updates available on their site.

screen on Spektrum’s site once the process is complete.
Then, you can select downloads next to the product you wish to
update. The Community Screen then displays details and instructions
on how to proceed.
You will have to download the update file you need, and then you
will have to transfer the file to an SD memory card at the root (beginning) of the card file structure. When you start the update process, it
will look for the update file there. With any update, it is good practice
to back up the device first. Using another memory card, hit Transfer All
Models to the memory card. Murphy’s Law may bite you if you skip this

step even though updating the radio “should not” alter the model files.
Here are the screens to transfer your models.

Taranis Q X7 and use it not only with its native receivers but also on
quads and many other fixed-wing models from various manufacturers.
Since I have not updated my transmitter in a while, the timing of this
article was perfect.
To update a FrSky, you will need the latest version of OpenTX
Companion loaded on your PC. This is an application to set up, back
up and load files to your transmitter. FrSky transmitters also have a
MicroSD card slot; however, I prefer the application for visibility and
ease. The first step is to visit FrSky-RC.com and locate your radio and
download the files.
Frsky firmware page
offers downloads for
many TX models.

If you don’t have the Open-TX software, visit https://www.open-tx.
org/ and install the Companion software appropriate for your PC.
Follow the steps on these screens to back up model setups to an SD
card before updating the software.

To be sure the models were saved to the SD card, read it on your
PC and verify it. Again, following safe backup practices will keep you
out of a sticky situation with your customers. Here is my list of models
viewed on my PC. Imagine trying to recreate this, and this is a small list
compared to some modelers!

This long list is an example of why you back up the model settings.

With the Models saved and the new Transmitter file on the memory card, it is time to perform the update. Shut down the transmitter first.
Insert the memory card into the transmitter. To start the update, press
and hold the power button for about five seconds, then release. The
loading screen will be displayed and may repeat a few times. Also, the
orange vertical bar lights will flash as the process completes, and the
transmitter will shut off.
Next, power up the transmitter and check your models and
version. In System Settings, advance to Serial Number and highlight
the Version Number below Export and click roller. This will give you the
details of the transmitter software, which should match the files you
selected from the Spektrum website.
The other brand of radio that we will be covering is the FrSky
Transmitter. The FrSky brand is a mainstay with the quad community
and has gained popularity in the fixed-wing community. The FrSky uses
OpenTX as its base operating system. What makes FrSky unique is
that it is not only supported by FrSky but also by its user community.
Additionally, FrSky supports multiple transmission protocols so you can,
in some cases, use one brand’s transmitter to control multiple manufacturers’ equipment.
As radios are constantly evolving, updates are necessary if you
need the added capability in the latest software load. I have a FrSky

Visit the OpenTX
page to download the
Companion software
to update FrSky transmitters via PC.

Upon launching the software, take care of any necessary updates.
This depends on your version. Then, click on the settings menu icon,
and the settings menu pops up. This menu is where you set the model
transmitter you want to update. I selected X7/X7s. Click OK.

Designate the model of FrSky radio you want to update.

As before, always back up the present transmitter files before you
start. To do this, select the Backup Radio to File icon. To connect the
FrSky radio to your PC, you will need a Mini-USB cable. It plugs into
the radio on the bottom under a rubber protector. Before connecting
the USB cable and turning on the transmitter, first press and hold trim
switches toward the center as shown on the pop-up screen and press
power on the transmitter.
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Follow these steps
to connect the
FrSky TX via a USB
cable.

All is set to send the new software to your Transmitter. Finally, click
the Write to TX button, and the process will begin.

This step will make the transmitter accept control from the PC and
software. The transmitter display will indicate the transmitter is connected to the PC when the USB cable is plugged in.
You’ll see this
confirmation screen
when the USB is
connected.

First, we will back up the files before proceeding. Click on the Save
Radio icon with the red arrow in the menu on the left side. The Save
Radio box is displayed. Name the file and save it. Double-check that
you have it; now we can update.

The confirmation bar shows the software has been loaded.

There should be no errors, and the screen confirms the operation
is complete. There is still one more step to commit the new software to
the transmitter’s internal memory. Disconnect the USB cable, and the
firmware confirmation screen will show up on the transmitter.
Click on Write Firmware and the TX will
restart and use the
new firmware.

Using the right side roller, choose Write Firmware and press the
center-roller button. The new software is committed to the radio and it
will restart. The process is complete, there is new software, and there
are no changes to existing models.
Click on Firmware
Options to confirm
the updated version
was installed.

Click on Save Radio icon and save the settings.

First, will select the Write Firmware icon. Use the LOAD button to
locate the file on your PC that you’ll need for the Write Firmware box. I
check the “Check Hardware Compatibility” box for safety.
Click on the Load button
to load the file downloaded
previously from the FrSky
site. Then click on the Write
to TX button.
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To confirm the operation, press the left-center button on the FrSky
transmitter and go to page 7, where you will see the versions of the
software now in use. The update process is not difficult. Remember
always to check equipment (charged batteries, etc.) and back it up
before any update. The backup should include includes models and
current firmware. Update applications if needed and then update transmitters. Then check that all the models and settings made it through the
update without any changes.
Performing this for your customers is a way to make a few extra
dollars. Not all customers are comfortable with the process. Offering
your customers’ equipment updates and model archiving could be the
leverage needed to get them to purchase new equipment. Note that all
the software is free of charge at the respective websites. HM
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